**Elegant Autumn Centerpiece, Wednesday, November 18, 2020 – 7pm – 8:30pm**

**Description:**

A diversion from “expected” Fall colors to create a long and low centerpiece using fresh floral materials.

**Materials** (Customize any color selection to your liking):

- Planter or bowl that is at least 5x5 or 6x6 inches wide at mouth
- Anchor tape
- 1/3-1/4 Oasis brick floral foam
- 3-6 dowels or bamboo skewers, 4 inches in length
- 5 elliptical shaped leaf (Ti leaf or Aspidistra leaf)
- 3-4 assorted mini gourds or fruits
- 2-3 form flowers (hydrangea or fuji mums or lilies)
- 3 Fillers (Hypericum berry or solidago)
- 5 mass or line flowers (carnations or snap dragon)
- 4 form flowers (roses or protea)
- 4 filler foliage (Seeded eucalyptus or baker fern or salal)

**Instructions:**

Prepare container with floral foam and secure with anchor tape

Establish length and width with elliptical shaped leaves

Prepare mini gourds or with bamboo skewers or dowels, incorporate these into the heart of the display

Create main focal line with the 5 mass or line flowers

Add 3 form flowers to heart of the arrangement

Bridge with 4 form fillers and greens to complete the piece